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2018 Institute-Planning for Webcasting Success

9:45-10:45am, 1.0CE

Mission Statement: Risk management continues to be a hot topic in the events industry, but the focus is always 

on reacting to a catastrophe or disaster. While catastrophes and disasters are horrific, they are the responsibility 

of governments not event professionals. As an industry we need to concentrate on being proactive. We want to 

learn how to anticipate, prepare, monitor, and respond to risks at events. This session will use the Robson Risk 

Management Model, case studies, and discussions to give you a better understanding of how you approach risk.

Learning Objectives: Participants will learn about these topics from the speakers and their colleagues.

• Leaming to identify resources that can be used for risk management

• Get hand s on experience applying the Robson Risk Management Model to events

• Learn how to effectively identify, assess, and apply strategies for a variety of risks

www.mpine.org

http://www.mpine.org/
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2018 Institute-A Strategic Approach to Risk Management

9:45-10:45am, 1.0CE

10:45am-Noon, 1.25CE

Mission Statement:  Today, four different generations are attending meetings and events: Baby Boomers, 

Generation Xers, Millennials and the new, up-and-coming Generation Zers. With each generation having its own 

culture, beliefs and preferences, how do you strategically plan events that intrigue, inspire, engage and 

ultimately wow each of them? As a meeting planner, your understanding of their preferences and the massive 

cultural shifts that are taking place are crucial to whether or not your meeting or event will be a success. 

Best-selling author and generational expert Jeff Butler shares his research and insights on the four generations’ 

differences, motivations and event preferences. You will learn how different events across industries are thriving 

with multigenerational attendees. And you’ll gain specific actionable strategies to manage cross-generational 

events and tools to harvest each generations’ knowledge in order to plan events that leave lasting impressions 

on attendees. 

Learning Objectives: Participants will learn about these topics from the speakers and their colleagues. • Discover 

potential points of generational preferences and how to handle them • Learn what is up and coming in the world 

of multigenerational event planning 

 Meeting Professionals International – New England Chapter  P.O. Box 685 | Londonderry, N.H. 03053 O : 

617.314.6843 | F: 617.532.1074 | W: www.mpine.org 

• Explore how to harvest each generations’ knowledge and preferences to create an amazing event • Find out 

how Generation Z preferences will change the world of event planning 

www.mpine.org
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2018 Institute-Building & Contributing to a Winning Team ~ A Survival Guide from Red Sox Post Season

8:30am-9:30am, 1.0CE

Mission Statement: Risk management continues to be a hot topic in the events industry, but the focus is always 

on reacting to a catastrophe or disaster. While catastrophes and disasters are horrific, they are the responsibility 

of governments not event professionals. As an industry we need to concentrate on being proactive. We want to 

learn how to anticipate, prepare, monitor, and respond to risks at events. This session will use the Robson Risk 

Management Model, case studies, and discussions to give you a better understanding of how you approach risk.

Learning Objectives: Participants will learn about these topics from the speakers and their colleagues.

• Leaming to identify resources that can be used for risk management

• Get hand s on experience applying the Robson Risk Management Model to events

• Learn how to effectively identify, assess, and apply strategies for a variety of risks

www.mpine.org
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2018 Institute-The Evolution of Hotel Pricing: How we got here, and where we’re going.

11:15am-12:15pm, 1.0CE

How can you create and organize a team of employees to plan for an event that may not even happen??? 

Recruiting the right employees, motivating them to make the right decisions from both a financial standpoint 

and a success standpoint is key. Communicating clearly and accuratly the expectations and guidelines of an even 

is of the utmost importance when faced with challenging event planning scenarios. Carrie Campbell, VP of Events 

for the Boston Red Sox shares her experiences from this year's World Series on the preparing of a 3000 person 

event for a World Series party that you don't even know will happen until a few days before your team clinches. 

Takeaways to expect from this session: •           Navigating uncertainty by relying on the only thing you can 

definitively count on – a winning team of people •           What it takes to create and plan in an ever-changing, 

fast paced environment with 1,000 moving parts (blindfolded) •           Moving forward and making major 

decisions with limited information •           Learn about the 6 principles the team at Fenway Park Events lives by 

to get through stressful post-season planning.

www.mpine.org
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2018 Institute-You Deserve Better Creative Meetings (And how to get it!)

1:30pm-2:45pm.  1.25 CE

This session steps back from the day to day, and places hotel pricing in a larger framework. We’ll not only look at 

how we got here, but how pricing power at hotels compares to other industries. Using cell phone surveys, the 

audience will be asked to help make projections on where things are headed. 

www.mpine.org
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2018 Institute-The Science & Secrets to Planning & Pitching Meetings with Confidence

9:45am to 11:00am. ONE Hour, 1.0 CE

You Deserve Better Creative (And how to get it!) Creativity is not a mental act, it's a MUSCLE. It requires training, 

discipline, persistence, and above all, an ability to convey complex ideas in a way that everyone can understand. 

Better ideas don't require bigger budgets. They require that you develop the ability to speak about creative 

critically and push your teams away from cliché aesthetic choices and into actual creative strategy. As a principal 

owner in one of the countries most creative event management companies, Shannon shares not only his ideas 

for event creativity and budgetting, but for asking the right questions to unlock the secret success of events. 

Attendees will experience events as detailed by Shannon and walk through the thought process of HOW really 

great events are conceptulazied, imagined, created, and run. Attendees will leave with a toolkit of questions to 

ask their decision makers AND attendees to create an experience, not just a meeting. 

www.mpine.org
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Confident people have more impact. They make the best leaders, presenters, salespeople, and contributors – 

and MEETING PROFESSIONALS!  Confidence enables innovation, resilience, and engagement.  It creates 

collaborative, attractive cultures.  Unfortunately, everyone’s confidence is constantly challenged – especially in 

intellectually competitive environments. Good news – no one is born confident. Anyone can learn how to think & 

act with more confidence. This session will help both planners and suppliers create and design meetings that will 

not only recieve acceptance from superiors, but will be an instant hit with attendees. 

www.mpine.org
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